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hari khabrani(02-10-1947)
 
Life's real factors faced of and imgination when assemble, a poem finds real
placement, hence pick up pen & poem's formation.
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*** Beauty Queen Feels
 
As I wake by your side,
My feelings for you I can not hide,
I touch your face in the morning light,
Being with you just feels so right
 
You make me feel like I'm a queen,
Like being inside an awesome dream,
Although this is real, that I know,
As the love that surrounds us continues to grow
 
I think of what the future holds...
Marriage, children, us growing old,
And as I lay, with you dear,
I'm just so glad you're mine, you're here.
 
hari khabrani
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*** Dwell
 
Dwelling upon the positives,
pleasant and benevolent features of mind,
Negatives will disappear.
 
hari khabrani
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*** Togetherness
 
Youngster and beautiful
Continue many things
Will come in the way
Walking to be learnt
If you do have desire to
Them and all
But never walk in this
Aspect behind
May also not shift the path
We are continuing
To be together
For considerate
And real
Alleviation to the real path
Avenues will come up
Where we are to take turn
Where we do not
Has to be decided by destiny
Where we are to reach
Ultimately
As eternal
Dear do you realize?
Believe in eternals
Where we sleep together
No body stops
In dreaming positivity
No one comes in between
To think of negativity
In dreaming of a beautiful morning
Evening
Afternoon
And night
Too
Eternal
“If optimism is there no one comes in between”
“Yes! You are right”
Certainly
Not optimistic
Certain
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And exactly
No body comes
In between
The eternal sleep
Every one tries to leave
 
 
Every one single being
“Dreaming not in delusion”
Selfish here we both are not
If we go together
To have slept
Together as
Eternal enlightenment
And strengthens ours
“Of perfections, of happy ending”
Togetherness, approvingly.
 
hari khabrani
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*** Wisdom
 
Offered if the monarchy, will not jump at offer,
And sit on throne?
Make the shift of negativism to positivism,
Quit self condemnation,
Attain Self-elevation.
 
hari khabrani
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*** Women
 
Do you worship women as a goddesses?
Why not respect at home and at many other situations!
Double standards contibutes to unhappiness.
 
hari khabrani
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***a First True Love
 
You are my heart,
which will always remain with me.
I envy our sweet true love,
a love that will last through eternity.
 
You are my first love,
who I hold so tight.
I hope you never leave me,
I could never bear such a fight.
 
You are the one I cherish and hold,
the one that whispers in my ear.
I give myself hope,
only when you are here.
 
You are my happiness,
when I cry.
You are my words,
when I can’t speak.
You are my life.
 
You are an angel from heaven,
who can make our wishes come true.
I can’t live without your love,
I must come see you.
 
hari khabrani
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***a Friend In Me
 
My joys I share to you
This moment
I am giving it to you
My smiles my laugthers
Are all because of you
Happy to know
I have you here with me
Happy to know
You are a true friend
Who will stand by me?
Through thick and thin
I know now I could fly
Fly high to the mountains and skies
I know I could swim
Swim to the deepest oceans
Because you are with me
My dearest friend
 
To the Altitude
We are together
In the deepest oceans
We are hand in hand
We are always together
To fly high to the sky
 
No cliffs or stiff roads
No dark clouds or even thunderstorm
When you are there to guide me
For you’re my sweet angel
My half wing my pillars
Through the storm
For all these my dear I love you
You’re a friend in me
That I am deeply grateful with.
 
Co-Written with
Catrina Heart the Golden Poet.
06-07-2009
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***a Gentleman's Face...
 
***A GENTLEMAN'S FACE...
(This poem is dedicated to Beautiful Poet Catrine Heart) .
 
A man of age whose sporty looks give warm in fair
The grayish hair tells the wisdom, he gained
Over the years of his journey's through the carousel’s fate
Sweet and gorgeous that's what he is
A man of stunning vision sailing on the ocean of knowledge
Whose kissable lips throw the sweetest kiss?
To the ears of the woman he loved and loving........
Standing forth before my eyes
Oh! What a handsome knight kneeling before the lady's eye
Cheeks so rosy, making room cozy
Putting butterflies in every door
Scented candles on the floor
With rose petals painting in mind
Admirable knight of page, a quarter to fill your space
Thank you for the moments of love you share!
 
hari khabrani
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***a Mind
 
Mesmerised by outer world,
Seldom spend time on
Glory and Potential of Mind
 
hari khabrani
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***an Adieu
 
This is our time!
May be further
10 to 15 or 30 minutes
But it is ours time now!
Do not leave me in middle
I am not finished with you
We have started on
And you would like to depart?
As dating as you do have
To attain none but to me
Although I am present
And before you
At you sought time
Please think
Importance of the moment
Do not leave me
Half single
In the middle conversations
And more beneath the moon
We are sitting
Under the influence of
Breeze we are inhaling
To be more healthy
And lovable
Not to the people
But the heaven too
Believe and please
Do not leave!
True! You are, always
You want me to compulsorily
Adieu!
Here, how can I deny to?
Whom I follow as my source?
 
hari khabrani
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***distant Lovers
 
***Distant Lovers***
 
 
 In Your Arms
 
Chapter 1 Distant Lovers
 
Rani: Are you falling in love with me?
Rex: We both are in love through our writing the poems
Rani: yes
Rex: So let us start writing poems as love poems through
conversations too.
Rani: Rex just do me a favor never ever fall in love with me in truth
Rex: Until you do not say you too love me
Rani: Oh my!
Rex: Really!
Rani: Ok let’s start now in writing poems.
Rex: Yes always.
We come close every time as poem,
End in our conversation as poem.
Rani: Okay.
Rex: We behave as poem between us.
Never have anything else or the language ever we use is poem
but a poem
Rani: O love. How would my life be without you,
for my heart seeks for you:
As the sun rises and retires at dusk?
Rex: I never ever away from you,
I was close to you:
As hand in hand.
Rani: My heart longs for you as my eyes open in the light of the sky.
Rex: As happens too to me.
Rani: your sweet lips I yearn in the morning dew.
Rex: I feel wet in them from your lips.
Rani: As I rise upon the bed I yearn thy warmth to hold me close
to your chest.
Rex: That non else but me and I too feel alike
Yours chastity on me.
Rani: Could be it possible to ask the goddess of love to bless us with
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so much love?
Rex: We are already blessed of and therefore are combined and feel
alike dear,
Not separated
Rani: That our sweet romance will never fade in the azure of trials
Rex: Trials always failed in such plight of affairs of blessed
Rani: Will remain together like the moon and stars
Rex: As we are blessed
Rani: Dating each other even in the blanket of night
Rex: No change
Rex: Night is ours and blanket is ours as blessed to beneath love
Rani: O love, my dear you are my soul
Rani: My only dream
Rex: Dreams have already come true
Rex: No more dreams we need
Rex: But practical’s we have already done
Rex: As we blessed of
Rani: As we are blessed of by the gods
our love will fly in unison up above the horizon
with wonderful colors of true love
I ask you my love never ever break my heart
for I will die if you do tear me apart
for I will only live for you, only for you my love
 
Rex: No renditions ever come one the heart is the same of
love and love and when ever with love
Fulfils every where the nectar of love
Colours of love
Show up with love
Emphasize only love
Emphatic to love
And only emanating love only love
Dear do you understand me and my love to you
For you would never ever cry
Rani: Yes! I do
Rex: You have now filled me with your love blood flourishing in your heart and
veins;
For me and only for me
Rani: Yes for you and only you my love,
my world will be yours as I close my eyes
Every beat that my heart takes your name it says
Every breathe i take yours it claims
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Dear, darling, honey or love
Words are not enough to express what i feel for you inside
enough
Rex: Your aloud and in valleys and airs this claim makes accrediting love
between us
and accepts the sky as love from heart of heart love dear
Every breeze speaks our love and fragrance
Aroma wide spreading in the world
That there existed real and blessed love never separated on any trials
Rani: Oh! I love you so much my dear
Rex: Undoubtedly
Rani: Carry my heart in fragile like state
Rex: I am grasping as mine
holding as delicate as the heart
flourishing blood of love
Rani: And our love will be in the beautiful garden
Rex: And you do have already my as possession
Rani: Blooming in the blessedness of forever
 
 
 
Co-written by: Catrina Heart
 
PS: As we have come up with the poem and song of “In Your Arms”. We are now
in the first stage of making of a script or perhaps will turn out as a short novel in
God’s blessing...Unfinished! still have to be edited....The story line have been
created few days ago. We are now offering you the dialogues of our craft.
Suggestions, we welcome most.
 
 
 
 
-
 
hari khabrani
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***ever Untide Thread
 
Welcome! love of heart
Who comes late when heart speaks?
Affirmatives are never late
Even a single bell is a moment of a lifetime
Stretching of arms........a lifetime
Wide opening of arms......a lifetime
With its warmth is bliss
With its purity is a joy to remember
All in joyous remembrance
Love is forever to those who believe
In love & feelings of either
When both soar in unison
As heart beats symmetrically
They are soul mates meet at last
To bond again after many lives
Seen lovers passing by & via
The cross roads of time
Never refrain of lovers
Singing the mysteries of love
In every corner; in every clouds
Passing in the spool of their lives
As one, single & unison
Threading the lost hours, untied
Of you and me in this bluish fields, ever green
Breaking the mirage of melancholic history
Going now with the waves kissing the shore
As breeze dancing to yours
Hold the crystal heart now forever it is yours
Which now and then, never keep alone?
But was playful and graceful of love
Now flourishes as lucrative lovers
Unending treasure of love
As love is inserted in heart....
From eyes to brain and then swings to heart
 
hari khabrani
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'***find Beauty
 
Anxious see the beauty of face, carry a mirror in front!
Nothing doing, no work no walk.......
Only beauty of mind experiential and enjoyable,
Fortunate, if you have beautiful mind states,
Unfolding possibilities, potentials & and beautiful imaginations.
 
hari khabrani
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***flying Colours
 
Hari: Oh! My Barbie of child-hood
Ours childhood dreams
Below the twinkling stars,
sitted together with future plans,
Do you Remember?
 
Cathy: Recessional!
Marching songs!
Flaming hearts, burn
Sparked upon the dreams
Of Yester-years,
Hearts delighted!
Eyes glistened!
With a touch of dew
As flowers bloom….
Intellectually flourishes:
Wisdom-
 
Hari: Yes Yes....the mind with wide Panorama,
Expansed infinite power,
Never got bound negative thoughts.
 
Cathy: Continuously earned
From the sweetest
Childhood dreams
Formed an inspiration
To chose a star
Symbolizes of
Who they wanted to be
All happy with great memories
To all the battles fought
Victories have won
In the days of burning lashes.
 
Hari: Our mind spinned & weaved enormous confidence,
Created incalculable loftiness as impenetrable depth,
And immensed magnitudes.
 
Cathy: No ordinary, all special
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On the process of learning.
 
Hari: We met in College and recognized,
The very moment the Childhood friends turned young friends,
Brilliant, Intelligent and renowned amongst faculty,
Are hand in hand to be bestowed with a Degree.
 
Cathy: Yes Educated-
Through the teachings of the institution
Through the guidance of the parents
And help of the peers
Nurtured and formulated
To have a better beautiful future
The mind journeyed far
To end a step
And begin anew
To stride another milestone
To reach their goal-
To become successful
In their chosen endeavor
 
Cathy: The long awaited has come
In finding their fate in their own creation
Have received a leaf of pride
A degree….At last!
 
Hari: Success to both of us in this pace of life
And March of graduation.
 
Co-Written by  &
Hari Khabrani
 
hari khabrani
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***for Give
 
Forgiving opponents once played dirty,
Make you a winner, more surely happier,
Jealousy and prolonged anger are agents of death.
 
hari khabrani
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***for You
 
With you I got everything-
What a friend that, I see in you.
With you I feel perfect-
What a friend that, I learn from you.
 
I  was struggle in dark shadows -
You lighted with love candles.
I was unknown in the world-
You taken me higher, gave wings.
 
Years gone and gone
How I can forget you?
Tears that ever stop-
I promise my friend I will not forget you....
 
Although at distant places,
Never feel  really we are.
Since first insight we have come round & to
We are together as manned and borne
Being  inseparable held by nature
Only the gape ever of time set
Brought and shown us up in & on time-honored
 
 
Co -Written with
 
hari khabrani
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***friendliness
 
Anger is usual, plain as that
One loves that fight, it is a fact
Otherwise how the love raises;
We mortal beings know how:
Getting to know each other
But get angry to know
And are known to each other
With anger or love
But at known to each other
What ever may be the cause?
Let us be known to each other
A test of good friendship
We should not apart
From knowing to each other
That has to consider
As a test of good friendship
Fate challenges us! ! !
How we will stand a better relationship
That never ever lost
Like any other relationship
A relationship did not deform, any deformity
And passing standards as friends
But raised to angel songs
Who came down and sang our song
As real friends and then sway back
To their way, having rhythm in their voices
Mind and spirit: song of friendship singing
By the heralds angelic voice
As we are true friends, ever met
That knew angles
All in one unison, those came down and sang
We are unison, do you agree to that?
It means where we became angry
The beat and rhythm all in the chords
Nor ever we fought
But moral it fought for in itself
And defeated by friendship
How is the friendship consider
And opine the true friendship
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Wishing you to be a good friend till end of time
Ever we are no one comes in the way
Nor will not had been ever
to all I like to tell them
I appreciate their kindness
For…..I do have one Filipino co-poet
a lovely poet, a beautiful poet
dear to me, friend to me
and love to me ever.
 
hari khabrani
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***i Love You Sweetheart.
 
My love for you runs deeper then the sea
No place on earth I'd rather be
In your arms is where I belong
My heart my desires passions so strong;
 
To be with you my love sharing moments
Endless in time gentle calm as the ocean
Filled with mysteries and emotions
Captivating my every senses and notions;
 
The treasures of love so genuine
Is what sweetheart in you I have found
I am your best friend lover all you need
For you I will be in all the love I feel;
 
Your my dream come true
To weather the storm skies grey or blue
A piece of heaven on earth gifts
And treasures I will forever cherish;
 
I love you Sweetheart,
From the bottom of my heart.
 
hari khabrani
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***immortality...A Poem
 
Love lasts ever
And love of poems last ever between us
To love lasts ever of genuine work
And lover poets existed ever and there
Which is their real poem and not imagined ever
Yes the truth never ends
It has always right choosen path
Blooms ever, never shows tentative ever
It shows facets ever, picturesque of ever
Either the photo or the format of poem made ever
As right and real choice by the poets of their time
Felt or loved ever between and raised their creatives made ever
May be saga and  sage of their time ever……..
 
hari khabrani
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***in Your Arms (Song)
 
Hari:
Where I discontinued my flute
I remember your name
A B C D & again C D A
Music, your name in flute
A sound that you come
With from your mouth
Lead me to a proper song
 
Duet:
A song of love,
Music in our hearts
Melodies have magic
Connecting my soul
Leading In your arms
To fly, to be free
Like the sound of the flute
In the air, so sweet
So carefree,
It only knows you and me
 
Hari:
As your look I again start blowing flute
Really you send me the words of love
When I become without you pang
I pick up the flute
And send reminders to you (reminders to you)        
Please come up (please come up)        
Never go down back to home (Never go down)        
Never go down back to home (Home)        
 
Cathy:
I am here with you
Just look at me into my eyes
Telling my heart goes to you
But my home is there
The place where I belong
Let time tell us,
Destiny will lead us
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Where and when it is right
To be in your shelter
To be in your arms forever
 
Hari:
It is me you stay with
Continue what you inclined as I say
Will you leave me or stay with me
I play figures on the flute
 
If you please stay
(I can’t stay)        
And be close to me and in my Arms
(I’ll be one day in your arms)        
Please do not go beyond my arms
These are all times open
And bring you close
(To be with you so close)        
Then folder yourself in my arm
Holding you for a long
(Holding you for long)        
A flute in my another arm
Put ear on the music of flute
That you hear and love too
(Yes, one day I’ll hear and love to)        
All the times
(All the times)        
 
Duet:
A song of love,
Music in our hearts
Melodies has magic
Connecting my soul
Leading In your arms
To fly, to be free
Like the sound of the flute
In the air, so sweet
So carefree,
It only knows you and me
 
Hari:
You become silent and with your eyes closed
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And lowered
Blush on your face
Please do not go in such atmosphere
That has risen to maximum
Moon is looking at its shine
We are in it shining
Please stay in my Arm more
(I love to stay but I have to go)        
It is recitation because of you, to be more time as enclosure
 
Cathy: ok........lalala lala lala
 
Hari:
These recitations are urging
To be in my Arms,
Sounding in Church, Temple, Dargha,
 
Cathy:
I see lalalalala lalalala
Oh! You are
 
Hari:
Shops selling Coffes,
To Conductors who have concert halls,
Jazz,
Blues Clubs,
At busy train station;
Even to all who have a living room too.
But it happens when you are in my Arms,
 
Cathy:
I see, I understand
 
Hari:
And you are listening to this recitation,
Stop judging the,
With your home resume rational mind,
And any bias leaving you be transformed with me
And pleae do not go
Access to the experience
Suppose we know what the colour blue is,
(What the colour blue is........available)   
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cathy: Is Available
 
Hari:
Transform in my arms permanent and no going back
For I love to be in your arms.
(For I love to be in your arms)   
 
 
A Song Co-Written with: Catrina Heart
22 March,2009
 
hari khabrani
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***'In Your Arms'(Poem)
 
She: Thank you,
       Good night sleep my friend area
       Sweet dreams in the air.
 
       Take care as follows
      And ends in God Bless You
      You sing me a lullaby,
      Then I will sleep.
 
      You're a friend that I meet in the air you make my life complete
      Hold me in your arms and sing me a lullaby,
     Then I'll rest my body with a beautiful sweet smile.
 
He: Oh! Love, I put hand on your head, close eyes, hold you in my 
       arms and lap, hold you full night, till dawn and when you say me
       now you may sleep and you would look at me.
 
She:  Caressing my cheeks in your dreams you will blow me a kiss and
         say Good night my friend... you are an angel I love to have to hold
         like a Bear with a heart tag.
 
He:       I would kiss your close eyes in nap.
 
She      I will sleep in your arms like a father in her child feeling much
             security, And warmth that no one can ever give.
 
He:        I once again hold you more and more in my arms
            And kiss your cheeks and lips and love you so much.
 
She:     In my sleep I'll dream you my dear
            Like lovers in Venice going to Paris
           Traveling the wonderland
           Like Alice and her lovable prince.
 
          A fairy tale a romance in the air
         All ends in and they live happily ever after.
 
He:   In air a scent of love from both side
       Creating new sense after meeting and mixing.
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She: Silly brainy at heart feelings.
 
He:   It is just running poetry of two lovers speaking in dramatic way
       during their love....
 
hari khabrani
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***just Let Me Love You! ! !
 
As I love you
Put in feelings of love to you
Feelings become unending
Days, nights and years together
Keep me with love feelings alive for you
As close to me and as never ending
Just let me love you.
 
Worked, gone any where
But were the present in me
Besides me and for me
Only and only, every moment
Feelings of love for you
Just let me love you.
 
Either precious or semi-precious
Or adverse or in advancements
But I carry your feelings in me
And non without you ever,
But you, just let me love you.
 
Weather is not binding
Nature is bound with four weathers
Summer, winter, spring and autumn
But I find you with me all the times
As just let me love you.
 
Never I feel isolated nor feel without your feels
That allow me just and just only let me love you
As beautiful healthy love as not passed love,
Just let me love you.
 
As definition of love
As grown ups of love
And we were as loved between as no body else ever,
Dear you are really dear
A love in love
Just let me love you.
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***love Consents
 
Is not this time of our love consenting?
Please….how do you pass day in love?
What submission do you propose love?
Feelings you do have….please do not hide;
A very much true feelings, nowhere absorbing feelings
But only love feelings.
 
Tell me that you love me too, that’s so pure and true
Be fair and genuine please, you do have
Just put hand & count the palpitations of love?
And say out without hiding anything?
But honest and genuine feelings and palpitations;
Palpitations of love...
Is not this idle state of time to say out feelings?
 
I do know me a great friend.
Yes I am close to your heart and feeling palpitations,
And say that I find you too close to me and a trust
That we are since entered into all this.
Never will raise any breach for lifetime and time has eyed both of us?
Alike in day you are already thought of, need not thinking.
I hope those words are not important to you but more important to me.
 
Rest and sure, your feelings are valuable to me
And precious as never are expressed through words
But by feelings, never exterior but inner and heart
Never put more questions and burden or bother your brain?
It is all plain and says out when we both are close to each other.
It’s like to sleep in one’s arm; undoubtedly it is mine arm,
You use as to put head and sleep every day
Close to my heart? And your heart closes to my heart?
Therefore, every day I  listen the thumbing palpitations of your heart......
 
You would question what that palpitation says to me.......
It is love time let us both sleep in our arms
Sweet image to be painted later as we are closing our eyes
Just to as we are slept and dreaming each other
As to paint next in our picturesque
We are going to sleep in ours arms.
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Good Night and will see the dreams of each other
Thanks & love.
 
hari khabrani
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***ludhak-Na-Na-'sindhi Poem'
 
Ludhak na tu ghadh
na ko ee ludhakan waro chawain;
 
too  t ahin asin khil te,
na khlande ta gadu ludhak na vahindui koi;
 
par je khlande,  ta tamam gadu khlandai,
cho tun ta khud ahin mohabat; tehn kare khil
 
mohabat ghar karin khlan ji,
tan kehlain khilu  ram aam;
 
Vah re khilu  ram aam,
khabar ahe jahan khe t  ram ahe aam khilaindarh.
 
hari khabrani
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***missing You Love....
 
EVERY SINGLE DAY
I SEE THE MOON
I JUST REMEMBER
THE LAST SPRING;
 
THE SUN WAS WET
AND THE AIR WAS BREEZING
SOME TIME I LAUGH
SOME TIME I SWING IN YOUR ARMS;
 
I FEEL THE LOVE
FLOWING IN THE AIR
THE BEAUTIFUL LOVING MEMORIES
JUST MAKES ME SCARE;
 
THE FEAR IN MY HEART
IS OF NOT LOOSING YOU
BUT THE FEAR IS OF
JUST MISSING YOU;
 
I MISS YOU EVERY MOMENT
I JUST REMEMBER
IT STARTS FROM THE DATE ME MET YOU
UP TILL END TO LIFE EVER EXISTS;
 
YOU GIVE ME THE POWER
YOU GIVE ME THE BACK-UP
YOU GIVE ME THE STRENGTH
TO ALWAYS STAND-UP BEING YOURS;
 
NOW I’M ALONE
WITH ALL OF IT
SOMETIME IT’S SOUR
SOMETIME IT’S SWEET;
 
NOW I HAVE NO FEELING
NOW I HAVE NO PAIN
THERE IS NOTHING TO LOOSE
AND NOTHING TO GAIN;
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I MISS YOU THE MOST
AND I CARE FOR YOU
EVERY FEELING I HAD
IT WAS TRUE AND FOR AND FOR ONLY YOU;
 
I CAN’T SHARE MY FEELING
I CAN’T SHOW MY PAIN
NOW I’M STANDING ALONE
IN THE SPRING AND ITS SHOWERING RAIN;
 
THERE IS NO WATER POURING AS SUCH
THERE IS NO SKY SHOWING UP YOU AS SUCH
ONLY IT IS ME
AND MY HEART JUST CRYING;
 
THERE WILL BE NO SPRING WITHOUT YOU
THERE WILL BE NO LOVE BREEZ
BUT THERE ARE THE MEMORIES
AND I PROMISE I WILL CARE FOR.
 
hari khabrani
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***my Afternoon Call
 
I only know one thing
That your call was invaluable
And first ever
Never be forgotten
Very soon, I’ll call
In days let the right time come
My call to you, 
To your ears, 
To your collecting cell where it lays, 
Besides hearing dear
Smiles, advice, cheer & company
Increase in happiness & inventory.
A dear call to dear & beautiful
Never expects ill
But keeps be well soon
With red rose and white for health
Dear it is in your name and for you
As you have endeavored
Called on me
With all innocent
Fragrance even from your voice
Jewels as few words
A smile...million dollars
You please
Turning in love spirits
Cheeks were reddish
First portion of nose was to red
Ears do not believe
The name besides speaking
A first sign when one expresses love
Which shall never end………….
 
hari khabrani
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***my Eyes Caught You..
 
Another picture cute and more charming
More friendly than the first you
Liked it this time
With spectacles than the darker shade
Puts the man sure enough as your name
In poems as the picture fixed in
Same forehead and cheeks
Though less weight
Confirmed as YOU.............
In your home page
Both the photos look of the same person
Will take those beards off first, erased
Sure and confirm precisely
Unless if u have an identical twins
I wouldn’t know who’s who
You said “Rub your eyes once again!
And put wide open eyes and distinguish who is who”
With the same nose
Protruded cheek bones
Same length of forehead sparkling through age
“Further....are you still with wide open eyes
In recognizing either photo”
You required in identification
Heart recognizes same smile, same chin
More with fine lines of age
The lips of man in the photos
Were both thin and kissable
Only the first photo was a man of pride and confidence
The second one is a man of charm
Like a lead actor on a movie
Cute and reminds me of one person I also admire.
 
(Co-written with Catrine Heart)
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***nasib'sindhi Poem'
 
Maan hik,
Put tre(Three)     
Par Nasib Pahinjo Pahinjo;
 
Vado put sadoro,
vichon bajharo;
nando vindur,
 
Vado akul main akabar,
vichon kabil;
an nado adab varo,
 
Vado chave man aval,
vichon chave man phiroyon;
nado chave man vado,
 
Par Maan chave
put tavehan
ahiyo tre,
 
Pahiron vado,
biyo vichon
ain tiyon nado;
 
Gado gad Maa Chave muhinjo aando hik, trei ahiyo munje lai hik,
par ahiyo nasib pahenjo pahenjo,
Hanre Budhaiyo, vare vare ker vado ker nado ker,
 
Hanre ahiyo aghar hik,
no tore sagando,
hik aandey man jayal tre bhayra.
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***nurturings'
 
A Child, blessing to him
You will bring him in this world
Of mine, and in the world of my friends
As you are also one of
To lap him in your arms and legs
And sit folded with your knees
To love him too “like a mother and child”
Really, you are already a mother
And know the love of motherhood
No doubt at all.
And remember once again your motherhood
As with you children once been
How you brought them up
From soothing to stand on feet
And then get them to walking
Position and stand on legs
A woman who did have
Ever motherhood feelings
Agreed upon them heavenly
To become mothers
To take them to walking spirits
Get them to the worlds affairs
And bring them to new world
Of their love, never hate any one
I had also look after events with my children
Never shrinked ever me
To opt them voluntarily
As my job to look after the career of them
In the ensuing & ensuring world stands
As pillar to climb and that too without ladder
Except the father who knows,
How he achieved that much
And with what endeavors’ and out efforts
To stand and face the world
As walk together with people at large
Politics, educational aspect
Earning avenues and what not
Many more cannot be expressed in one lot
If any one expects that to be
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Great as you are as a father
To Nurtur your own children
A beautiful face to  world.
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***oxygenate
 
Friends are shapes
Flow around the space
Friends are angles
Sharing common symmetrical patterns
Sometimes like Numbers
Even or odd – you’ll remember
In simple or complex life’s equation
TRUE Friends share honest opinion
 
Breathe together
When separate have their sighs
Cannot live without discourses flourish in them
But live as sighs come together
It is eternal not earthly
But oxygen remains on earth
Both have to take in
To share liveness as needed
Any of them at the moment they are met
And feel well-being’s
From eternal sleeps
You - How do you realize
The breathing of friends
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***piano Love....
 
Which instrument should I start to bring you in tune?
 
Piano perhaps with flowers
So that you make up your swing of fingers
To the buttons of piano
That with rhythm and will come up with a song
That never heard before
But from you,
As lost long love you do have.
 
During partying time
When we both were present and invited
And were looking eye to eye
And realizing what the love is
And rhythm carried the eye to eye love,
Unforgetfully just as love in you.
 
No lowering of eyes, or a shy or a blush,
Every one was looking what at the figures of yours
Not at your eyes nor at your face,
But I do had the idea
Being in love with me
Never ending love with me
With music, poems, lyrics and all
Which all comes forth in love?
Just as love to me of yours.
Thanks for affirmation and love to me.
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***promise
 
I promise you my life
I promise we'll never be apart
I promise not to hurt you
I promise to never make you cry
I promise to always trust you
I promise not to lie
I promise you forever
I promise you tonight
I promise you my respect
I promise to do things right
I promise to always be there
I promise until the end
I promise to always love you
I promise to be your best friend
I promise you my love
I promise you my life
I promise this forever
I Promise our friendship is life
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***rejuvenate
 
Keep vigorously retained youth with child alike habit,
Questionings make happy on two counts first,
To know answer another curious mind animates kickings.
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***romance.
 
Huge amount of intensity,
Physically, emotionally and personally,
Surprisingly, makes more romantic
A very caring, takes care of even little things
And makes all difference being romance.
 
Intensity may be the little thing
Matters a lot and creates
Depth of understanding, caring, love and
Intense love making.
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***share
 
Smile, advice, cheer, money, help or Company,
Reduce may your assets.
An undenying increase in happiness & inventory.
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***sik Manjha Khat-O-Kitabat
 
Baajhaium Ghanno Sik Manjhan Likhum khat bhi tokhey,
Par vaapas ayoo tapal manjh, Likhyal tapalia jo
t toon kanhin, harnney sarnmey te!
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***sindhi Boli
 
Maruaran ji boli mithi boli,
Sindh waran ji rumani boli,
Wah Wah! Choliyunwaran ji boli, Sindhi Boli.
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***situate
 
Wait & see the things come for
Bad or worst,
To let them as assigned:
 
Normal if not,
Adjust as these demand,
Motivate not the things
Because of you:
 
See the results,
Satiate,
and cause any not,
mould & attain the lack;
 
Again not the things,
but where you,
when all is normal,
advice attainment as lesson.
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***so Close Together
 
As a bird soaring through
the highest clouds,
Our love has taken us to
the highest skies,
To see a view so beautiful
to the eyes sight,
We will soar so high into
the endless night.
 
As a romantic moon lite
summer night,
Stars and the moon shall
fall into place,
We’ll end the night with
a tender kiss,
With your tender kiss my
heart will race.
 
As a red rose nurtured by
natures soft touch,
And caressed gently with
hands so loving,
This red rose blossoms so
beautifully,
As the beauty that I see in
you  to me.
 
As the orange sunset that
meets the horizon,
Admired from afar by two
passionate lovers,
Although love sometimes
seems so distant,
Love has brought you and
I so close together.
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***springtime
 
You departed in springtime
now wintertime I see
but I think of my love
for I simply adore thee.
 
When twilight is falling
my soul flies to thee;
it is your heart and my heart
in Heaven's galaxy.
 
And in dawn's early light
when so lonesome am I,
I read our love story
from each page of my mind.
 
I hear a voice softly calling
with everlasting devotion;
you are my princesses
your are my spring love.
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***thanks God
 
Astound feelings
Beloved feels,
At long last
love he knows;
 
Chance
Comes once,
Not let go
Admits;
 
Loves,
Admires,
Holds so much,
stays long;
 
Now Known,
All that known,
'Us'celestial embraces
Heaven surrounds.
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***the Blush
 
One lowers her eyes
other blushes,
Wife loves,
I search a true love
Amongst.
Guide
As beautiful as you are!
True being
Lovers.
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***the Emotions
 
Organizations built conducive environment
Facilitating People....develop emotional Intelligence.
Is not that endeavour of creating greater places,
Work there and foster social awarness,
In a forum of eminent professionals & academicians
Across the globe and liberate the spirit of
better tommorrow across the globe.
 
Why then all in all fail joined
Lake emotions,
Believe in hierarchy and position,
Tarnished by currents of the recession..
 
Causes may be what and where
But are sacred,
Kept unearthed
In inner or exterior feelings,
Bring probable upliftment from recessions, hopefully!
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***the Magic Word For Fame & Glamour
 
One day an stranger & wizard told WORD
First not understood that word said for...
Idle realized was a magic word
May make the name shine beyond every one.
So envisaged research
Gleaned the whole stuff alike a witch makes some potion
For days there existed the devil
Beside keeping smiling
Nevertheless, realizing and asking oneself
What that was that truly wanted?
The potion on hands all were to do was
To User and swallow the potion made for.
But still that bothered with askments once again
Was that what truly desired for?
Be known that was made the name shine beyond everyone
Dreamy for without due effort or endeavour
Bring famous beyond present....
Thence, realization enlightens
Do not swallow, hey destroy
The potion made for
Avoid and stop utter the magic words.
If any one not alike the witch...
As non-desire of false fame and name
So the kind of potion somewhere
should be nowhere as trace of anybody.
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***the Sort Of Friend
 
I'd like to be the sort of friend that
you have been to me;
I'd like to be the help that
you've been always glad to be;
 
I'd like to mean as much to you
each minute of the day
As you have meant, old friend of mine,
to me along the way.
 
I'd like to do the big things and
the splendid things for you,
To brush the gray from out your skies
and leave them only blue;
 
I'd like to say the kindly things that
I so oft have heard,
And feel that I could rouse your soul
the way that mine you've stirred.
 
I'd like to give you back the joy
that you have given me,
Yet that were wishing you a need
I hope will never be;
 
I'd like to make you feel as rich as I,
who travel on
Undaunted in the darkest hours with you to
lean upon.
 
I'm wishing at this time that I
could but repay
A portion of the gladness that
you've strewn along my way;
 
And could I have one wish this year,
this only would it be:
I'd like to be the sort of friend
that you have been to me.
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Close to your heart I am
door opens only on me
shows flowing & bleeding vessel
the words you, me and our hearts for eternity.
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***the Vendor
 
I as usual intended to take bath
Decided to sit below erected shower,
When I started water came with flow
Before I sensed waste of water,
Reminded resourcefully the below of bell at Sweet Home,
Ringing Ringing and Ringing.
I were to stop tapping
Check who was that reminder,
None but a Fountain Vendor,
Suggestive of erection of fountain in my small garden,
And bath from the same Tub and flow of same water.
See how beautiful is the fountain vendor.
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***together As One
 
You and I started nowhere
Met in a trance from a skies distance
Different in mind's pace even in race
But we found each other in a glance of fate
 
You and me against the world
With the highs and lows of byways
Helping each other to the shores
In hand and hand we stand galore
 
You made me laugh, you made me cry
But we end the day with a heart full of smile
We laughed and play some childish game
Built such home on pottery’s clay
 
Near beach and bay to think ourselves
When dark clouds are there to gloom our sun
We tried to light a candle to lit our path
Silver torch of moon and stars captured the mind
 
After matching stone with stone, fire
Couldn’t out win the friendship task
Doing fluffy hard between each other
For us to improve days of isolation
 
You and me on the meadow of earth
Snow frost the green leafy birth
But our friendship remains shinning flame
Upon leafy birth warming hearts, beating same
 
Acknowledgements and inspirations
Aspirations as well are never ending
Others envy the ties strengthen
Not in blood but in a clear fountain of love;
 
Of brother and sister
Of a teacher upon another leaf’s birth
Ever untied of raging waves
Amongst us as our life long experience
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On the hard ways over beach and bays
Stays untouchable by the hands of tears
Me and you wiping each others fears.
Remained before us isolated ways;
 
When we being both and isolated
Sharing shoulder and ears
As smooth the affair, as ever lasting
As help to each other in rarest matter
 
Made each other home in times of need
Brawling at the intolerable spins to learn things
Seeds of friendship flowers in any season
Sprinkling its pollen to be a beacon
 
'Come my friend we still have a walk of mile'
To share to others the gift we have.
 
Co-written with Catrina Heart.
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***true Communion
 
The great bodies
rituals & prayers passed on to us
Get in touch with God;
 
For personal prayers
As hotline to God,
True Communion
Helps we keep account with God;
 
To excel, to love
All comes from God,
And a search for truth
accomplishes prayer;
 
The heal, repairing relationship,
Peace, change hearts, caring,
Connects God;
 
We receive gift,
Acquire ability of caring and loving miracles,
Of forgiveness, build a world full of Love,
With true intimation with God.
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***united Love
 
Where you think we are single?
We are together!
Never think we are separated, ever
And never leave me alone
Sometimes, I think
You take me not with you
But a lone and single
As I had been, as before
As we met as friends
Me, never forget you
As a source of mine
But you never build
Such constructions
Stands without
Foundation
You do not want me
To stay even few seconds
To complete with you
As your desire better with
Complete, I always like you to be
With me in work and poems
But wherein you do not agree
Beautiful and dear
Innocently you deny
Where I have denied
Your say, concept
Writing, creative work
No to the same
As believe, as resource of me
Flapping lates me, otherwise
I am fast to the tune
If your world
Allows me to figure
On instrumentals
Sing a song
As belongs to and
To you ever heard
In past or even will
In coming near future
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But allow me your praise
As you are to be praised
May not I stop here?
But want to continue, me
As you waiting
As impatient as you
Desire as I am
But you being there
Desirous
Idle take you to ponder
Never be negative
Dear think positive
Never be looser of
Positivity
……….will take US there for all we need!
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***'While A Cup Of Tea'
 
Under the veil of the sun
I met a lovely friend and asked
How was she living being alone?
She just looked at me and smiled.
At tea cup and few biscuits on the table,
You can hear the kisses of the waves
Suddenly out of the blue I asked.
“What attracts you sensually? ”
Again, she just smiled at me as an answer.
“What does not is not the sensuality? ” I asked her again.
And said “The world is not without sensuality”
“It is out of sensuality.”
“Different am I? ” “I am a person who has no sensuality? ”She said.
“But, home itself is created out of the urge of sensuality” I explained.
“Does a stone have sensuality? ” she added.
“Do not petrify, being human” I sighed.
“My days petrify me” she just simply added.
And she kept silent looking at me as if assessing my eyes.
But days itself are not petrifying,
Especially when sense of sensuality exists
And where not, human body is made of sensuality out of sensuality
Extinguishment under certain circumstances may prevail
But simmering are never ended
That simming has the arousals and ablaze
Every person walks differently with different mind attached to his legs
That he walks on and is tired of
As long as he walks
That similarity also remains till repose is taken
And start on foot and walk again
It is fact, without physic and brain remains no psychology
Dear no world without sensuality and its persisitence!
May not I  consider reminder over.
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***why Do I Love You So Much?
 
The sparkle in your eye,
The warmth of your skin.
 
Your breath on my neck,
That quivers within.
 
The touch of your hand,
That strength in your stare.
 
Your kiss on my lips,
Your body near mine.
 
The stroke of your touch,
That feeling inside.
 
The calming of your presence,
The beating of your heart.
 
The promise of tomorrow,
That we may never part.
 
It is for all these reasons and more,
Why I love you so much.
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***with No Reason
 
I love without knowing how.
I love with the depths of my soul.
I love with all I am and all I have.
I love without eyes or sound.
 
For my love is blind and deaf.
I love with the gentleness of my heart.
I love with the only passion known to me.
 
I love with desire of you and me.
I love so much that we as two become one.
I love without judgement.
I love with mind, body, and soul.
 
I love in sickness and in health for all eternity.
For all that I am,
all that I have and all that I will ever be,
I am forever yours.
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How Is ' I Love You'
 
You say I love you
Fragrance takes your love away
And you feel the love as  lingered
As if slowly turned on its own way
 
Journeyed long, in searching of
Distant and distant you hoped will find
Some one out there hearing
The words from heart and mind of yours
 
Let know you hear I love you
Being a wind blows through your ears
Shy in  your eyes and feel the love
As love comes unexpectedly in the fragrance
 
Not ever but said I love you
But hearing and feeling in return
You fall in distant love, taking it is beside you
That desire makes ablaze within you
 
Seen I love you
Flaunts with feel in heart some one loves
Walking gracefully there beside you
Come I love you.
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Wherein Fell Love For...
 
I wanted you to know...
That I had loved you so.
Deep in my heart  where you could stay,
Each and everyday,
Forever, and always.
I wanted you to be known..
 
That I were always be there,
To show you how much I cared.
Nor ever let you down
Were to do anything having kept away your frightens.
 
I wanted you to know...
How much were you meant to me
You were my eyes to see through,
My heart was beating, and my air breathing with you.
 
Without you, I felt there was none else but you,
Why you left me
I want to know now
Because that 'I  fell in Love with You'.
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